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Abstract 
The major tools in music making in the annals of humanity on Earth are the natural 
sound emitted by man, which we hear as voice, and the man-made objects 
technically produced and skillfully manipulated to generate acoustic effect. 
However, the thrust of this paper is strictly the diffuse sound of tangible 
instruments identified with Abigbo Mbaise musical satire. The impacts of Mbaise 
mores on Abigbo music and how they influence the indigenes through stylistic 
presentation of resourceful performance activities is yet to be investigated 
meticulously without a critical evaluation of the ensemble’s musical instruments. 
The peculiar patterns and rendition interrelationship while manipulating the 
available respective musical instruments for their complimentary performance 
roles to achieve music communication set objective are consequently, paramount 
in this study. To this end, the place of musical instruments in consonance with 
their mutual interactive application in Abigbo performance is therefore scrutinized 
in this study to advance frontier of knowledge and to sustain the ensemble’s 
continuity. There is little worry that, if care is not taken, musical instruments 
typical of Abigbo could go into extinction and research documentation could 
salvage the imminent situation. Both participant observation and interview are the 
two primary methods resorted to in executing this musical study. Given that 
seeing believes, and action speaks louder than voice, thus the need for the choice 
methods employed in this investigative topic. In keeping with the aforesaid 
observations, it becomes imperative to unfold ‘organology and Abigbo music 
making instruments’ in this scholarly discourse. This is done with the view to 
according Abigbo its deserved recognition in accordance or accord with 
conventional expectation as an ensemble par excellence in the scheme of 
ramification of instruments in music making. 
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Introduction 
For Okafor (2005:1), music is “Sounds deliberately organized by man to specific end – for 
expression, communication of ideas, touching the senses and the emotions, calming the 
nerves or tuning the mind to certain planes of communication and worship”. However, 
Okafor’s definition is too limited in scope; as it is narrowly concerned with the uses of 
music. This can be misleading considering other musical functions in a society. Fansworth 
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(1958:17) on his part states that “Music is made of socially accepted patterns of sounds.” 
This definition espouses the idea of music as a product of human behaviour, with 
perceptible and comprehensive sound familiar to the indigenes and not randomly 
composed. 
 
On the constituent instruments of Abigo and their socio-musical functions, Uzoigwe 
(1984:60) in his study review on Ukom (a ritual OkwukwuNwanyi or women’s burial) 
ceremony, is of the view that OgbeNkwaAbigbo(otherwise Abigbo ancient and 
comtemporary prelude) plays a role in its second musical compartment as an integral part 
of the song categories. It is similar to lhu-nkwa (the native nomenclature for postlude) 
Abigbo because they share the same ideational content. However, both compositional 
categories are different in function since lhu-nkwa compositions are specifically conceived 
and performed for the sake of marking and celebrating the end of Okwukwu event. The 
“contemporary”Abigbo (which literarily means Igbo wit) compositions consist of those 
introduced into the Ukom repertory from Abigbo vocal songs. He further adds, the second 
section of ‘Ese, Abigbo and Ukom’ celebrates the success of the first stage in the ritual 
drama. In this case, it involves the participation of the daughter’s friends and well-wishers 
in the subsequent dance portrayed by drumtext phrases. The said phrases functionally 
perform two roles viz: it welcomes the deceased daughter and her female counterparts to 
the dance arena. More so, it addresses with appreciation a joking admiration of their 
aesthetic dance motion besides the success recorded in her declamation and personal 
contributions to the Okwukwu (a dirge or elegy performed strictly to honour the dead who 
is both aged and a pagan) fete. The host’s hospitality equally serves as a source of musical 
material for lhu-nkwa Abigbo compositions he concludes. 
 
The socio-musical Igbo ethnic group’s functions of musical instruments available in 
Mbaise (a society where Abigbo originated and his practised till date) may come under 
three schematic categories: (A) They serve as accompaniment to vocal melodies; (B) They 
serve as pure instrumental repertoire used to tell tales, legends and recite genealogies; (C) 
They may be associated with other forms of expressions such as dance dramas, or as a 
means of communication within the monolinqual community. Some are also employed in 
the ensemble to transmit message of disquitic nature or as signals in form of sound – the 
clapper as well as single clapperless bell are good at that. Few Mbaise musical instruments 
available in Abigbo functionally dictate dance rhythm and, to a large extent, render ostinato 
technique during musical rendition example, conga drums. They as well give dancers 
directives to guide them on what to do. As tonal instruments of the ensemble, the conga 
drums interact with singers within the musical setting, and are able to do so because – they 
are tuned to the local dialects. Host of others, especially the twin basket rattle and 
woodblock append exciting timbre to the composite sound. 
 
Satire: This English language word is derived from Latin Satira.  Satirical song is applied 
as a musical genre by satirists with the use of such instruments as humour, wit, irony and 
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sarcasm. This is perhaps why a Lexicographer defines it in Chambers Dictionary (1999) as 
“a literary composition originally in verse, which holds up follies and vices for criticism, 
ridicule and scorn”. Satire in both prose and poetry is a wider term than sarcasm (irony 
used without disguise and with attempts, bitterness and biting ridicule). Ghosh (1981:674), 
an Indian English language Prof. Emeritus speaks of satire as “a figure of speech based on 
indirectness”. He concludes thus, “it expresses the writer’s ‘burning indignation’ at men 
and their doing by holding them up to ridicule and scorn.” Unlike sarcasm, it aims at 
‘improvement and reform’ rather than ‘hurting and embittering’”. Extra-ordinary 
instances of satire are: “Swifts Gulliver’s Travels”; “Popes Dunciad” and “Epistle to Dr. 
Arbitthnot” respectively. “A satire is an abuse, invective, irony, a banter, burlesque, 
derision, parody andquip. If it is presented as a comic piece it is called a lampoon or 
mockery of something. It is a thrust usually very weighty in presentation” Webster 
Dictionary (Bolander and Wreenland, 1993). Satire requires wisdom to understand it 
because it tasks the knowledge of audience. Oxford Universal Dictionary (1955 & 1973) 
defines satire as “a form of writing holding up a person or society to ridicule or showing 
the foolishness or wickedness of an idea, custom, etc. A piece of writing that does this; 
something that exposes false pretentious.” 
 
For effective use of satire, Darah (2005:97) submits: “It is tactless to attack persons by name, 
regardless of the notoriety of the character in question.” He unequivocally states: “we can 
use satire to sing an opponent to a fall.  For this reason, the words of every song are 
especially minted to ensure that they hurt the target as scathingly as possible” (13). Satirical 
“song text can also be used as bird of passage” (Akpabot, 1986:42). The text is either of 
praise or abuse and serves as village Newspaper with which to test the pulse of any given 
section of the community. All these satisfy the expectation of the law-abiding citizenry. In 
another words of Darah (2008:xxvii), “In the context of performance, both satirical and 
serious tales can engender a critical response that challenges the average listener to re-
examine philosophical problems of life …the institutional status accorded events explains 
why story-telling sessions are sometimes held in the public square so that their impact can 
be widely felt. The satirical targets of the stories are people who deviate from communal 
norms.” “The song text seems to be interspersed with proverbs and probably mystical 
references to the valour and legendary powers of past heroes and ancestral gods” 
(Akpabot, 1986:96). No specific attention is paid on satire as used in Abigbo music by the 
researcher. In the contrary, this study deliberates strictly on instrumental facet of Abigbo 
music and all it encompasses. 
 
Organology and Instrumentation in Abigbo Mbaise 

Types of material used for instrumental construction apparently establish its tones 
production qualities. By extension, geographical vegetation factor is primarily responsible 
for determining the wooden instrument and animal hides and skins types that obtain in a 
social environment. Most of Igbo ensembles’ instruments are sourced from the 
surroundings and are locally made too. In Mbaise of Igbo race precisely, tangible materials 
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for instrumental production used to abound. Given the issue of environmental 
deforestation, some instrument technologists in the study area are not self-reliant in their 
craft of instrument construction. To meet up with the ensemble’s demand of instruments, 
the organologists sometimes have to depend on neighbouring communities for wood 
supplies. Because absolute replacement of some local instruments with imported ones not 
only tells on the exact tonal range of the said instruments, but also challenges the cultural 
pride of the people, the Mbaise instrument technologists construct the instruments by 
themselves. 

Idiophones used in Abigbo performance include metallophones such as an Mgbirimgba – a 
school-like clapper bell and one miniature clapperless bell called Ogele. The latter is a 
typical example of an African bell. It is constructed in different shapes. Shape-wise, it 
tapers towards its vertex and bulges as it stretches towards the rim radius. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Others are one Ọkwa – A wood block, classified under struck idiophone. The instrumental 
technologists carve it out from resonant wood hewed down for musical instrument 
production purpose. Some hard wood used are: gmelina, oil bean tree bough, cocoa nut 
tree, guava, etc. The bark of the wood is peeled off, while the wooden part is chipped to a 
desirable structure.  
Lastly is one Iyara – a petit twin bas`ket rattle with calabash base. This is also known as 
shaken autophone. The said basket consists of a web of palm fronds.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1b: Temple/Wood Block (Struck Idiophone) 
Source: Photographic Pictures of Abigbo Musical Instruments in Mbaise, as Captured with the 

Researcher’s Camera During Research Investigation. 

Fig. 1a: Clapper bell & Clapperless bell (Metallophone) 
Source: Photographic Pictures of Abigbo Musical Instruments in Mbaise,   

         as Captured with the Researcher’s Camera While in the Field. 
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Fig. 1c: Basket rattles with pebbles therein (Shaking Idiophones) 

Source: Photographic Pictures of Abigbo Musical Instruments in Mbaise, which the Researcher Captured with 
Camera During His Fieldwork Visitation in the Community. 

 
There is a set of tall, narrow, conical shape drums braced with locally processed chords 
obtained from raffia palm fibre. To produce exact pitch where applicable, the wood is 
subjected to ‘seasoning’ so as to condition it ready for production as instruments. 
Thereafter, they may be dried in the sun rays, kept near the flame of kindled firewood orb 
gradually dehydrated with smoke. Abigbo membranophone is uniquely melody-borne and 
of peculiar variety in shape, size as well as open-ended braced. Two Mbembe-ala – deep 
tone conga drums, mainly cord-braced with majorly raffia palm fibre, and one Nkelebe – a 
greeting (ringing tone) conga drum of comparatively smaller size, constitute the 
membranophone family of Abigbo instrumentation. Their membranes are skinned and 
tanned in the tannery till they are confirmed suitable enough for resonance. 
 
For the construction of the membrane drums, the choice of animal skins and wood is 
considered by the indigenous instrument technologists. Iroko, obeche, ebony, wallnut, 
mahogany, cidar, provide best tree trunks for wooden instruments in Mbaise. Agu 
(2006:118) differs here as he says, “Instruments selection in traditional society in the past 
was a conscious exercise that emphasized quality, suitability and was purpose-oriented, 
not a random exercise,. … But in contemporary time, quality, durability, potent 
symbolism, psychological holds are not relevant. What matters is the bright colours, not 
even the tonal quality.” The village hunters supply animals skins to the instrument 
makers. Two basic domestic herbivores provide hides and skins for the membranophones: 
the cows imported from Northern Nigeria, other ruminants, most preferably native goats 
purchased from local markets. Instruments makers have confirmed that female animals 
have tougher skins, hence are prefered for bracing musical instruments. 

 
Tunning: Cultural sonic system guides the music instruments technologists in carefully 
constructing and tuning musical instruments (with discrete boundaries) so that they can 
be effectively used to accompany the singers harmoniously. The conventional techniques 
applied in tuning proper (on the spur of the moment of performance) largely depend on 
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the type(s) of instrument(s) involved. The tuning of Abigbo musical instruments is in 
consonance with Onwuekwe’s (2005:150-151) observation that “no particular system of 
tuning is strictly used except that they (the producers) have naturally developed a sense 
of perfect pitch that enables them be able to differentiate between one pitch and the other 
during instrumental performance or production process as the case may be.” 
 
Instrumentation: “Instrumentation”, according to Chambers 21st Century Dictionary (1999), 
refers to “the arrangement of music for several instruments in combination. The 
instruments used in a piece of music. The act or manner of using an instrument or 
instruments”. The second and last definitions are both relevant in the context of this work. 
The technology involved in manufacturing the instruments is a guide to the concept 
underlying the technique for playing the very instruments. The manipulation techniques 
are also closely related to variations in the tonal inflection of the people’s language. 
Instrumentation for musicianship is available in the annals of human existence; their types 
in a given ensemble determine the tone-colour and procedure for producing sounds. 
Invariably, songs accompanied with music instrument galore are relatively common.  
 
Innovation and adaptations have become part of the evolution of Abigbo musical 
instruments over the years. Certain influences have taken place in the instrumentation 
including the concomitant performance situations, stage management and audience 
participation. In spite of this development that impinged on Abigbo traditional music 
instruments, its basic musical practices and features still remain intact. For the enjoyment 
of Abigbo varieties of songs, certain musical instruments are employed appropriately so 
that texts assigned to them have to remain comprehensive enough and also useful to the 
people.  
 
During musical performance, the repeated pattern played on Clapperless bell (Mgbirigba) 
from the top layer gears to time the gait of the dancers’ steps and motion.  The petit 
clapperless bell (Ogele or obere Igbugbo) is placed on a projector called vertex, held 
upwards with one hand while the beater (padded with elastic rope) is held in the other 
hand for beating it. Sound variations are generated on the instrument when beaten to and 
fro on the opposite oval bodies that terminates in flanges, which vibrates as it emits 
penetrating, but soft and suitable sound at the hollow sound bow. This very small single 
metallophone provides cues and signals to dancers and other instrumentalists. Its 
rendition dictates to all others what to do as the next line of action at a given moment in 
time. The clapperless bell determines when to start the next song in the repertory. In most 
cases, it is sounded to introduce the next verse in the series of song. In other words, most 
often indicates the beginning of each piece of music, including its transition to the next 
song. As the name basket rattle suggests, it emits rattling sound quality that serves as 
twitter to the overall sounds of Abigbo music. The sound of the petit twin basket rattles 
with calabash base (Iyara) is relatively soft.  

Bead maracass 
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In one of Abigbo songs, the clapperless bell is played, while the clapper bell remains 
quiescent. At a point, both petit bells are used simultaneously. In another song titled 
‘Democracy’, only the clapper bell is played. Sometimes its sound rebounds thereby 
producing indeterminate tones. It is also characterised by sizzling sound when its tone 
reverberates, which usually leads to crushed note effect. Examples of this effect abound 
virtually in all Abigbo musical repertoire. In the next song titled: The Owners of Abigbo, the 
clapper and clapperless bells end in fast tempo while playing duet. The tone of the clapper 
bell is distinguished from that of the clapperless bell by its sharper and very significant 
oscillatory ringing tone. In a song tilted: Is it True that I Look Haggard? the clapperless bell 
cues in all other instruments and maintains regular beats with moderate tempo. Towards 
the end of the second verse, a whistle is blown to change dynamics. At this juncture, hand 
clapping commences and endures for only twenty measures. In few other songs, after 
vocal introduction, the clapperless bell is sounded loudly before the lead-singer and 
chorus begin, but seizes as the vocal solo and chorus continue. Thereafter, it is 
continuously struck and accompanied with all other instruments, including the clapper 
bell.  
 
Unlike in Atilogwu, Abigbo does not make use of aerophone and chordophone 
instruments. The master instrument, bass conga (Mbembe-ala) is the most diversified and 
versatile in the music making. It guides the dancers and singers. The master 
instrumentalist plays it with his cupped fingers. In other hand he may hold a stick. He uses 
hand or stick, depending on the performance technical pattern. Open tone is emitted when 
a stick is struck at the middle of the membranous drum. This is achieved by using off-
hand. The pressed stroke is done with two hands at the middle of the drum. One or two 
sticks can be used to alternatively do the same thing. Playing techniques are, therefore, 
characterized by pressed stroke, light stroke, rim shot, muted shot and centre stroke. As 
the need for lower tone arises, in contrast with emphatic shot, the higher tone is obtained 
with a stroke of an ordinary cupped hand. 

 
 

Fig. 1d: Abigbo obsolate Drums braced with strings and prongs. 
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Fig. 1e: Abigbo’s 3 in 1 Drums 
Source: Photographic Pictures of Abigbo Musical Instruments in Mbaise, as Captured with Camera 

During the Researcher’s Fieldwork Research. 
 

 
 

 Fig 1f: Artifacts engraved on Abigbo modified Conga drums embellished with zooplanktons 
Source: Photographic Pictures of Abigbo Musical Instruments in Mbaise. The Researcher Captured 

Them with Camera During Fieldwork Investigation in the Milieu 

 
A number of layers of instrumental sounds production are recorded in Abigbo while 
accompanying the dancers. Each layer has a different function from the other. The highest 
tones are emitted from the local conga commonly called Nkelebe. These ensemble drums 
are arranged in this order: the smallest in size with high tone; the medium size conga with 
the medium tone; and the biggest bass-sounding conga. Their layer of sounds provide gait 
and forward drive, adding decorative tones to the performance. The smallest of the conga 
drums plays intermittently, the greatest number of patterns and variations. Each of its 
patterns contains one or more strokes that must occur at a certain point in the circle of the 
musical sentence. The player of Nkelebe is freer in musical expression than those of other 
conga drummers. Some of its beats consist of decorative patterns with certain signal 
controlling other performers in the ensemble.  
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As the drummers transverse from slow to fast tempo and low to high tones, they move 
from arbitrary signals to varied decoration and variable patterns. This guides dancers and 
provides accurate timing. Apart from playing the basic pattern that the dancers follow, the 
three conga drums equally play “waiting beats”, which presupposes a performance 
composition sustained as other musicians withdrew for a brief rest in preparation for 
further performance. This enables the master instrumentalist ruminate and recollect the 
next musical pattern to introduce. At this psychological moment, all other instruments 
play their specific patterns, except the small single clapperless bell (Ogele), which provides 
a reminder for variations. At intervals, the smallest and the medium size drums go into a 
dialogue in which one of the two introduces a musical pattern to which the other replies. 
 

Performance techniques can be influenced by the adoption of foreign musical instruments. 
The repercussive effect of resorting to exotic musical instruments in preference to one’s 
indigenous instruments is that  

Within the Igbo culture area, borrowing of music and musical instruments 
has been a long standing practice on an extensive scale… The influx of a 
heterogeneous population that had abandoned their village life style, 
favoured western recreational music more than its traditional 
counterparts because among other things, the former was not socially 
bound to any traditional institutions and as such could be easily adopted 
to suit individual tastes (Ifionu, 1989:153). 
 

Besides, “The tragedy is that in a matter of years, there will be no one competent in either 
making the instruments or playing them… Those who can are very few, and are mostly 
old, weak, or ill” (Onyegbaduo, 2009:51). 
 
Sound Generating Paraphernalia in African Setting 
Musical instrumentation, as a much broader, deeper and more complex phenomenon, is a 
platform for multiple form of sharing knowledge, entertainment, etc. The repertoire of 
song types transmitted by the instruments may aid us discover the history of the 
introduction of the instruments into the society. Environmental vegetation, availability of 
technological know-how in manpower skill acquisitions are foremost requisites for 
adequate production and supply of musical instruments in any geographical location of 
mankind as a social animal. Igbo people of Nigeria, South of Sahara are not left out in the 
use of: chordophone, aerophone, idiophone, membranophone to invoke new form of 
communication and innovation. Another impressionistic view further confirms the axioms 
this way: 

In the tribal community, the manufacture of indigenous Nigerian 
musical instruments depend entirely upon the local presence or absence 
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of the essential raw materials from which to make them and an adequate 
number of craftsmen. The spread of musical instruments is determined 
largely by the vegetation. This is responsible for why in places where 
there are big and strong trees musical instruments available are mostly 
wooden. This can be noticed in the Eastern Nigeria and the South where 
wooden instruments such as ‘Ngedegwu’ (Xylophone), ‘Ubo aka’ 
(Thumb Piano), ‘Oja’ (flute), ‘Ekwe’ (slit Drum) are common 
(Olurunsogo and Olurunsogo, 2007:7).  
 

i) Chordophone – Of the classification of African musical instruments presented by 
Hornbostel and Sachs (1933), Okafor (1998:28) remarks that “only the chordophone does 
not feature in Atilogwu. Percussion predominates hence the instruments are mainly 
idiophonic and membranophonic.” This observation is not far-fetched in Mbaise Southern 
part of Igbo land. Chordophone, otherwise string instrument “are those instruments 
which depend on the agitation of strings for musical sounds to be produced. These include 
the zither, musical bow and lute from Northern Nigeria” (Okafor, 2004:180). These classes 
of instruments are “usually made of animal hair or vegetable fibre. When strands of these 
are stretched and then plucked or scraped, they produce sounds through the vibration of 
the strings” (Hornbostel and Sachs, 1933 in Okafor, 2005:8-12a). 

ii) Aerophone – Instruments made from wood, animal horns, clay, metal, vegetable 
(bamboo, reeds and gourds) among others constitute the class of African musical 
instruments, which produce sounds due to “vibrations of air columns.” Such are referred 
to as aerophones. Some aerophones are stopped or open-ended; can be structured for 
performance in transverse or vertical position; examples include: flutes, elephant tusks, 
trumpets, reed pipe and the Hausa reed pipe called algaita. “These include instruments 
made from materials with a natural bore, such as bamboo or the tip of a horn or gourd. 
They depend on the column of air for them to sound. Alternatively, they may be carved 
out of wood” (Okafor, 2004:179). 

iii) Idiophone: Studies by Hornbostel and Sachs (1933) in Okafor (2005:8-12a and 161b) 
classify African musical instruments into four; the metric material being the source of 
sound generation. “Those musical instruments, which are body sounding, that is whose 
bodies or frames vibrate to produce sound on activation, are called idiophones.” . . . “They 
are instruments whose bodies vibrate in order to produce sound. They depend on the 
agitation of their bodies to sound. They are the most common varieties of instruments 
found in Africa. Some of them are struck, beaten, or shaken”. Autophone (an alternative 
nomenclature for idiophone) is among the oldest types of musical instruments used by 
mankind. The term embraces an enormous variety, many of which are not commonly 
thought of as musical instruments at all. However, they are made to produce sound 
needed for musical purpose and are therefore included in codification system as acoustic 
instruments. Such instruments are made of inherently resonant materials, which are 
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produced to sound by percussion. In the other words, they can be struck directly or 
indirectly. These include percussion logs, trucks, boards, clapperless bells, bells, slit 
drums, gongs – real ones are found in South-East Asia. Certain idiophones with flexible 
materials are bent and released for them to emit sound (e.gs linquaphone or friction 
idiophone). By the shaking contact of two different bodies some idiophones are caused to 
yield musical sounds. Examples are shaking idiophones such as – rattles, maracas, stick 
and bell rattles, pot rattles and jingles. Most rattles are oval in shape with handles and 
network of beads on their outward surfaces. Also akin to these are sistra (sistrum for 
singular), semi-circular metal frames with cross-bars overhung with tinkling rings. They 
are mostly found in Northern Nigeria, especially PlateauState, Jos and Arab. In North 
Africa, precisely Egypt, they are used in religious rituals. Bar idiophones – these are 
graded slabs graduated in keys placed on two elevated frames. We have xylophone 
(wooden type), metallophone (metallic body), crystallophone (glassy material), 
lithophones (those made of stones); pebbles (residual stones from brook shore) enclosed 
in baskets and metals can be considered as paradigms. The very last-two mentioned are 
rare in our milieu. There are also scrapped idiophones, most of which are plucked with 
the finger at their vibratory metal attached to the rigid iron frame. Examples are musical 
bow and rasps, which are common in North-West Zambia in Africa. Some idiophones 
melo-rhythms are imitations of meaningful texts which are purposively used to remember 
patterns of movement to play. The non lingua-based pattern is used to teach the tiro who 
has just been recruited. None among the instruments of Abigbo plays a mere subordinate 
role but a fundamental one. The subsequent paragraphs on “Abigbo idiophone musical 
instruments” speak volumes for the ensemble’s showcase of instruments displayed 
thereafter. 

iv) Membranophone: “They are those instruments that depend on membranes of animals, 
fixed on wooden frames, for their source of sound. They will not sound unless the 
membranes at either end of the hollow body are excited. Membranophones include the 
single and double-headed drums. Some are mainly percussion instruments and are played 
with sticks or bare hands” (Okafor, 2005:164b). They form the largest population in African 
percussive instruments. Grasslands and deciduous forest belts are the habitat of a large 
number of herbivores as well as their predators such as civet cat, cheetah, leopard, lion, 
antelope, etc. whose skins are scrapped and seasoned for bracing drumheads. Hornbostel 
and Sachs (1933) in Okafor (2005:8–12a) say thus: “Membranophones generate sound 
through the vibration of stretched skins or membranes from skins and hides of animals 
and fishes.”Membrane drums are available according to human cultural locations. They 
are a class of musical instruments in which the sound is produced by movement of 
stretched and fastened skin/membranes. They are divided according to the method by 
which the sound is produced. Some can be played with hands, sticks or both a hand and a 
stick, all to the drummer’s convenience. They are described by their shapes. When it is like 
a tube, it is called tubular. It could equally be of barrette, conical, goblet, cylindrical or 
cylindriconical shapes. Drums playing techniques can be determined by such factors as – 

Slit drums Bead maracass 
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performance situation, type of drum, required tone-colour. In this case, sound emission 
through friction, blowing, etc. becomes a necessity. For the benefit of the doubt, mirliton 
or kazoo is a (human voice disguiser) type of tubular musical instrument played by 
children to produce sound through membrane coverage (at both ends). When the 
perforated two apertures are blown alternatively, the instrument vibrates at the membrane 
with the aid of human vocally muffled embouchure.  
 
Some drums are bigger than others and therefore serve different musical purposes. At 
times, their tone qualities, and amplitude could be considered masculine or feminine. 
Based on these shared attributes, drums conveniently accompany vocal tessitura when 
played melo-rhythmically. Their resonating boxes principally, conventionally or as a 
matter of principle narrow down uniformly from one end of the instrument to its opposite 
end. Drums consist of a body or frame. Frame drums have double or single membrane 
over which the skin is stretched; the depth is samba-like and shallow too. They are 
classified by the number of skin. A drum covered on the top and bottom is called double-
ended or braced membrane drum, an e.g. is snare drum. Timpani and kettle drums have 
no opening at bottom at all. When it is covered on either ends, it is said to be single-headed, 
an e.g. is hourglass. The methods of tuning or bracing drums also determine their naming 
identity. Apart from adjusting the drum pegs technically called prongs; one can sprinkle 
some water on the membrane surface or dry it in the sun. The skin or hides may be glued, 
nailed or card-braced to pegs fixed round the rim. This well done gives rise to desirable 
resonation. The names of such drums are limited to their cultural origin and therefore, very 
unpopular. When a drum assumes the shape of another object, it apparently bears its name; 
an example is a kettle drum. The playing positions of the drummer equally fix the drums 
nomenclature. Thus, we have – wasted drums, an example (tom-tom), footed drums, an 
example (bass drum), handle drums, an example Yoruba(a major tribe occupying Western 
Nigeria) talking drum, neck carriage drums, an example (steel drum of Trinidad and 
Tobago) and, of course, seated drums; these are seated astride on, by the instrumentalists; 
a good example is the popular Conga drum in Igbo of Eastern Nigeria. It is not routinely 
rested on a music stand such as it is done in South and Central America. Materials of which 
drums are made tend to deteriorate periodically so that drums are to date, probably much 
older than indicated by archeological excavation. Many a time, local drums are called by 
their physical body make up. Hence drums made of steel are styled steel drum. Slit drum 
is wooden body all over but is considered a drum because of the drumming technique 
employed in playing it. 
 
Some Igbo Musical Instruments Role Models 

All over the world, musical instruments as material culture play considerable roles in the 
life of man. Their sounds express profound cultural and spiritual values. Under musical 

functions, Ọja (notched flute) is used precisely in Igbo land and elsewhere in Black Africa 
to praise the well-meaning sons of the soil and to excite the dancers as well as offer them 
motional direction. Pot drums mark pauses and regulate time too. Battery of drums plays 
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ostinato technique and equally punctuate end of musical phrases. Xyloslab (commonly 
called Xylophone) and slit drums play improvisatory roles, cue and accompany dancers 
with dance rhythm, or warn dancers to halt; giant clapperless bell and conga drums 
specifically dictate the rhythms of dance. Generally, musical instruments functionally 
“feature in dances, instrumental ensembles and in spirit – manifest displays. They also 
play accompaniment to some vocal music. Some instruments play double role depending 
on the social context…” (Okafor, 2004:189). The above reference is not a deviation from the 
musical roles of most Black African musical instruments. Writing on traditional music 
instruments under their social functions in Africa Okafor (2005:178b) affirms: “Musical 
instruments are the tools of a musician …used primarily for making music in the society. 
They are in daily use for rituals, spirit manifest dance, maiden’s dance, war dance, 
acrobatic displays, vocational dance, cult dance, recreational and ceremonial dances for 
social entertainment and vocal accompaniment”. In the study of traditional African music 
instruments to his disposal, Akpabot (1986:98) arrives at this statement: “As a culture 
indicator, an African musical instrument probably presents the most diversified source of 
information on the artistic values, religious beliefs; family life and the general social 
structure of a society.” 
 
Conclusion 

Possible ethical considerations for future application or utilization of this datum demand 
that the very researcher should acknowledge the source of his or her information under 
reference pagination as a matter of protocol. Such a field worker should eschew 
duplication of reports (double standard) by meticulous application of related 
musicological terminologies lifted from this study; try to ameliorate any oversight that 
might have been recorded here with a more sophisticated working tool. Objectivity should 
be his or her mainstay in challenging or embracing the primary information so-
documented in this report. 
 
Socio-cultural organizations can be very helpful in organizing competitions for Abigbo and 
other indigenous musical bands to display their dexterity in instrumental rendition. The 
interested youths of Mbaise must be organized and encouraged to master the art. In this 
way, custodians of our traditional culture must see to it that the ensemble does not get 
extinct but rather last for ages, and possibly be sponsored for exotic tours to earn the 
desired accolade and foreign exchange. 
 
At some point during this primary fieldwork, feud, bickering and rancour arose due to 
some Abigbo membership official misconducts such as finance mismanagement, favoritism 
(and nepotism) in roles distribution, including band leader’s insistence on engaging on 
skilled instrumentalists for membership despite the majority of ensemble members 
disapproval. Whichever was the case, the investigator exercised patience till the distracting 
grievances were quelled. He equally contributed in settling such conflicts through fair 
hearing, when priviledged. The discord being brought under control paved way for the 
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researcher’s fieldtrip business success. Apart from the aforesaid field contingencies, other 
factors also restricted this study to no avail. 
 
Finally, while analyzing each Abigbo musical instrument, vital observations made on the 
overall construction and theoretical foundation of its musical roles are assumed for future 
instruments which may display the same features. New remarks are added to the list, at 
the extreme of analyzing Abigbo instruments and their oragonology. Besides, specific 
generalizations were established to proffer solution for future experience on Abigbo 
musical instruments. Repertory of instrumentation, origin, social roles and rendition 
techniques; organology and cultural symbolism are all embedded in this study. 
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Map 1: Nigeria Map with Igbo land Surrounded by Sub-ethnic Groups in the South-
South.  

Source:  Nigerian Peoples and Culture (R.C. Okafor & L.N. Emeka 2004:71). 
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Instrumentation: 

A i. What kinds of musical instruments are available in Abigbo ensemble’s? 
 ii. Could you kindly explain the origin of the instruments? 
B What kind of instrumental part relationship exists in Abigbo? 
C What musical roles do they play in Abigbo? 
D What local nomenclatures are associated with the instruments? 
E What native names are identified with different parts of the respective 

instruments? 
F i. What techniques are applied in playing the instruments? 
 ii. Can the instrumentalist support the stick with palm while drumming? 
G i. What decorative artifacts are attached to the instruments? 
 ii. Why such attachments? 
H What methods are applied in tuning the instruments with discrete boundaries? 
I What names are associated with each instrumentalist of the respective 

instruments? 
J On what social occasions are the instruments featured? 
K What circumstances surround the instrumental construction? 
L Does any ritual accompany the production of instruments at any stage? 
M Could you please enumerate the musical function of each instrument of the 

ensemble? 
N Who are the makers of Abigbo musical instruments? 
O Which features of Abigbo music have been influenced with the advent of its music 

instrumental innovation? 
P i. Are the instruments made of local or imported materials? 
 ii. Whichever is the case why? 
Q Are any special preparations observed before playing a given set of instruments 

associated with the ensemble? 
R i. Are the instrumentalists privileged to play the instruments? 
 ii. If yes, why is it so? 
S How are the musical instruments specially treated? 
T How does the range of notes or tones on instruments (excluding the vocal 

tessitura) of musical dialogues, especially those of the percussive autophones, 
shape the musical texture? 

U i. How many are the instruments technologically produced? 
 ii. When in the annual season does the production take place and why? 
V How are the instruments of Abigbo being regarded by both the ensemble and the 

society at large? 
W i. How do individual instrumentalists conventionally position 

 themselves in  consonance with the instrument(s) during performance 
proper? 

 ii. Why do they assume such postures?  

xxi 
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Picture 1: An Interviewee Onyii Music Nig. Enterprise 

(Ensemble Leader Abigbo Chokoneze) Possing on a Disk (record) Album. 

 
 


